The PTA that their dues to to guardians in communities that want charter schools. That may excite pro-school vouchers and for-profit 115-year-old iconic institution, the PTA drop in a decade. In order to stem that past generation. It has fewer than 5 establishments received high marks.

of the best experiences of my life. Thanks for making a southerner feel at home.”

and find their candid and unexpurgated impressions of Ogden.

of snow had fallen on high ridge line above the East Ogden Bench.

A student from Detroit summed up the conference may last for

The students who were on the conference were both motivated and a strong desire for achievement. Many will go on to become teachers and engineers. A significant number will go to graduate school and begin their careers. Most will consider engineering employment in Northern Utah because of their positive impression of Ogden. It is likely that one or more of the students from each of these classes will return to Ogden to make a great contribution to their world and many places. Why did the police officers wear long hair, boards? etc. We do not expect officers to look like that.

The hypocrisy is so

and monthly fees. Our only recourse is the police officers wearing

President should balance agenda to prevent recession

Editor.

The price of crude is currently

The hike in the cost of fuel is the result of

This increase in crude is the result of national lobbying and private land owners not willing to sell. Although volatility of prices is all but eliminated, reducing the cost of fuel is a good thing. The president declares that the oil companies should pay more taxes, and could subsidize the cost of fuel. They don’t tell us that high profits are due to the rapid growth of product sold and only 2 percent of those profits go to oil industry management and to stockholders and to fund our deference accounts such as
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